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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be an ordered Banach space with positive cone P, let 
R, = [0, + co) and f: R, x P --* P be a completely continuous map with 
f(,I, 0) f 8 for A> 0, where 8 is the zero element in E. Consider the 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
x =.m x), (l,X)ER+ XP. (1) 
The study of problem (1) was stimulated by the following elliptic boundary 
value problem (see [ 1 ] ) 
{ 
Au = A&x, u), XEQ 
u = 0, xEaQ, (2) 
where 52 is a bounded domain in R" and 4: 52 x R + + R + is a C 1 map with 
4(x, 0) f 0. 
On the existence of multiple solutions of problems (1) and (2), there has 
appeared a lot of work in the past two decades (see, for example, Cl-123 
and the references in the review papers [2, 31). We are interested here in 
the structure of the solution set of problems (1) and (2). 
We need the following assumptions: 
(H,) Cone P is normal with interior P # 4, f: R, x P + P is com- 
pletely continuous, j-(0,0) = 0, f(A, . ): P + P and f( ., x): R + + R are 
continuously right differentiable for fixed 1 E R + and x E P, respectively. 
Moreover, if AEk, = R+\(O) an d x E P = P\ { 0}, then f,(A, x) is strongly 
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positive, JA(n, x) is strictly positive, i.e., f,(& x)(P) c P, &(A, x) E P. We 
also suppose that r(f,(O, 0)) < 1. Here, differentiability of f(& .) refers to 
derivatives with respect o P; r(A) denotes the spectral radius of the linear 
operator A. 
(H,) x = 6’ is the only solution of f(0, x)=x and there exists p > 0 
such that 
f(O, x) z CJx for CJ > 1 and x E P with llxll = p, 
Evidently condition (H2) is satisfied if f(1, x) = &tx with A8 # 0. 
Let’s make the following notations: 
C={(l,x)ER+ xP:x=f(l,x)}, 
/i={~~R+:(&x)~~forsomex~P}, 
a* = sup n. 
To explain our results, we need the variants of two somewhat classical 
theorems on the structure of the solution set of problem (1) (see 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 in [ 1 I): 
THEOREM A (Amann). Zf (Hi ) is satisfied, then /i is an interval 
containing 0, 0 <A* < +CQ, for every AE A, x= f(l, x) has a minimal 
solution .%(A), X( -): A -+ P is left continuous and strongly increasing. 
Moreover, ifA*< +co, then A*EA iff {.T(A):O<A<A*} isa boundedset. 
THEOREM B (Dancer). Zf f: R, x P + P is completely continuous 
and satisfies (Hz), then the component S,, of C which contains (0,tI) is 
unbounded. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed description of the struc- 
ture of So when f satislies (Hi) and (HJ simultaneously. In particular, we 
prove that all the minimal solutions {(A, %(A)): 0 < A-C A*} are contained in 
So, and that if I* E ,4 (this is the most important and interesting case, 
many authors gave conditions so that 1* ~/i), then S, is composed of two 
connected sets cc, and c,, c0 goes from (A*, x(1*)) through {(A, x(1)): 
0<1<1*} to (0, 0) and C, from (A*, %(A*)) to infinity, cOn c, = 
{(n*, w*))}. 
We organize this paper as follows. 
In Section 2, we state without proof the main results of this paper and 
show how we can easily get multiple solutions from these results; also we 
show in this section how to apply our main results to problem (2). 
In Section 3, we study for which I the minimal solution %(A) is stable, 
i.e., the spectral radius r(f,(ll, x(1))) < 1. We prove that such I’s form in 
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(0, A*) an open set 0 with meas((O, A*)\O)=O. This is an important step 
in proving our main results. 
In Section 4, the last section, we give proofs of the main results. 
2. MAIN RESULTS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
In this section we always assume that (Hi) and (H,) are satisfied. For 
z, REP, y<z, we denote [y, z] = {xEP: y<x<z}. 
THEOREM 2.1. ’ ((A, x(n)): 0 < A< n*> c so. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf I* < +cc and A* E A, then (A*, X(~*))E S,,, S, is 
composed of two connected subsets q-, and c, such that 
64 con c, = {(A*, x(1*))}; 
(b) {(A, x(A)): O< 1 <A*} c c0 c [0, A*] x [I% %(A*)]; 
(c) ccc is unbounded, c, n [O, A*] x [0, ?(A*)] = {(A*, %(A*))}; 
(d) In fact cO = S, n [0, I*]x [O, %(A*)], c,\{(~*,~(~*))} = 
s3\c, = &\( co, A*1 x [O, -w*)l). 
THEOREM 23. For any p E (0, A*), let W be the component of Cn 
([0, u] x P) which contains (p, X(u)). Then {(A, Z(A)): 0 < 1 d u} c S’, 
S‘\{ (O,(Y)} is also connected and 
(a) if Z(A) is continuous at A = u, then Sp n ({p} x P) = ((p, X(p))} 
and Sp = CO, PI x IY, WI; 
(b) if $1) is discontinuous at A= ,u, then S’n ({p} x P) 3 
1 (I4 a)), (u 3P + 1) > and S’ c [0, u] x [e, X(u+)], where X(u+) = 
lim A+..OW). 
THEOREM 2.4. For any u E (0, A*), if S is any connected closed subset 
in L’n ([O, u] x P) which contains (0,e) and intersects (u} x P, then 
{(A, Z(l)): 0 < I < p} t S. Hence we have S c S‘. 
Remark 2.1. Theorems 2.1-2.4 suggest hat the structure of So can be 
described by the graphs shown in Fig. 1. 
Remark 2.2. If instead of (H,) we only assume that 8 is the only 
solution of f(0, x) = x, then the above stated theorems remain true except 
the unboundedness of c, in Theorem 2.2. This can be seen from Section 4. 
Now we give some multiplicity results by using Theorem 2.2. 
1 This Theorem is related to a result in Clement [IS]. 
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FIGURE 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. ZfA*< +co and$~(O,A*), p>Osuch that 
x#f(A,x) for A>pundxEPwith llxll2p, (3) 
then A*EA and 3p,<p such that, for every A~(p~,A*),x=f(A,x) has at 
least two solutions x(A) and x1 with (A, xi) E c,. 
Proof: Relation (3) implies j/X(1)[l <p for 1~ [p, A*), and since X(I)E 
[0, X(p)] for 1 E [0, ~1, P is normal, we easily see that {x(J): 0 < 2 <A* > 
is bounded, hence A* E A by Theorem A. 
Let D = {X-E P: [lx/l 6 p}. Then (3) implies c, n ([u +co) x P) c 
[p, A*] x D, and hence the unboundedness of c, tells us that q5 # c,\ 
(c, n [CL, + co) x P) = c, n ([0, p) x P), this in turn gives pi = 
inf(l: (A, x) E c, } <p. By the definition of pi, Vl E (p, A*), 3(&, xi) E c, 
such that 1, <A. Now the connected set c, contains (A,, xi) and 
(A*, %(A*)), hence c, intersects (A} x P, i.e., 3(,J xi) E c, n ({n} x P). So 
we get two solutions Z(n) and x1 for x =f(n, x), and (2, x1) E c,. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.1 improves Theorem 4.11 in [ 1 ] in that we 
know the two solutions are in S,; however, we assumed an extra condition 
FL). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf A* < +co and I* E A, then either (i) the number of 
solutions x of x =f(A*, x) is c (the power of a continuum), or (ii) %I, E 
[O, A*) such that for every 1 E (A,, A*), x = f(,I, x) has at least two solutions 
(A, .?(A)) and (A, x1) with (A, x1) E c,. 
Proof: Suppose that (i) is false; we prove that (ii) is true. In this case, 
there must exist an r > IlZ(n*)ll such that 
x zf(n*, x) for x E P with llxll = r. (4) 
Let D = {xe P: llxll Gr}, A = [0, ;1* + l] x D, evidently (A*, %(A*)) E 8, 
the interior of A in R + x P. Since A is bounded, c, is unbounded 
and (A*, Z(n*)) E c,, the connectedness of c, implies c, n i?A # 4, 
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where aA denotes the boundary of A relative to R, x P. But aA = 
([O,A*+l]xa~)u({A.*+l}xD) and c,n((l*+l}xD)=& so we 
havec,n([O,~*+l]xaD)#~.If(I,,x,)EC,n([O,jl*+l]XaD),then 
&<A* and llxOll =r. By (4) we know &#I*, hence A,< A*, 1, = 
inf{A: (A, x) E c,} < A0 < A *. Now the same argument as in the proof of 
Corollary 2.1 asserts (ii) is true. Q.E.D. 
Now we show how to apply the above results to the boundary value 
problem (2). In fact, we consider the following more general problem 
Lu=Q(x,u), XEQ 
Bu=O, xEasz, (5) 
where Sz is a bounded domain in RN with as2 E C2+P for some p E (0, 1). 
Lu= - f Q(X)& 
N 
i,k=l I k 
+ C Ui(X)g+U(x)u 
i=l I 
with uik, ai, a E C”(a), and a(x) > 0. Suppose that 3a > 0 such that 
with au/an denoting the directional derivative with respect to an outward 
pointing, nowhere tangent vector field n on &Z2 of class C’ +P. We assume 
that either Do = 1 and 6 = 0 or 6 = 1 and &E C’+fl(aO). In the latter case 
we suppose that PO>0 and that a and PO are not both identically zero. 
Suppose that 4 E C“(fi x R + ). 
Let o 2 0 and e,(x) be the unique solution of the problem 
Lu+ou= 1, XEQ 
Bu=O, xEaf2. 
It is well known that e, E C2’P(@ and e,(x) > 0 for x E 0. 
Define E, = {u E C(a): 3cr > 0 such that -ae,(x) < u(x) 6 ae,(x), 
XG~}, and let the norm in E, be llull= inf(a > 0: -ae,(x) 6 u(x) < 
aem(x Then E, is a Banach space and P, = {ue E,: u(x) 20, x~a} is 
a normal cone with nonempty interior (see [2] or [13]). 
By Theorem 4.2 in [2], we know that K, = (L +oZ)-': G'(D) + 
C2’r(fi) can be extended to a strongly positive compact linear operator 
from C(w) to E,, we denote it also by K,. 
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Let CL,(A)EC’(R+) be such that a,(A)=A for 1~ [0, n] and n<a,(A)< 
n+ 1 for AG [n, +co) and a;(A)>0 for all 1. For (A, U)E R, x P,, define 
Then from Section 9 in [2] we know that (i) fw,n: R, x P, -+ E, is 
completely continuous; (ii) if d,,,(A, x, U) = cl,(A) 4(x, 24) + 0~ is strictly 
increasing with respect o U, thenf,,. is strongly increasing with respect o 
U; (iii) if 4 E C ‘, then/,,, is continuously right differentiable with respect o 
1 and to U; and (iv) for 1 E [0, n], u E C 2+P(0) is a solution of problem (5) 
iff u is a solution of the equation u =fW,,(A, U) in E,. 
Now it is easy to verify 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf ~~C’(~xR+),~(x,u)>0 for (x,u)~BxR+, and 
4(x, O)fO, v=inf{&,(x, u): (x, u)efix R,} > --co, then f,,, satis$es 
assumptions (H,) and (Hz) for any w > 1~1 . (n + 1). 
Let z= ((A., u): (A, U) solves (5) in R, x C’+P(fi)}. It is clear that 
2 c R x E, c R x C(D). To describe C in the natural space R x C(a), we 
need one more lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. The structure of C in R x E, is the same as in R x C(D), i.e., 
(i) A subset S of Z is unbounded in Rx C(Q) iff S is unbounded in 
RxE,; 
(ii) A subset S of Z is connected in R x C(B) ijjf S is connected in 
RxE,; 
(iii) A sequence {(A,, u,} c Z is convergent in Rx C(D) to (A,, u,,) 
(hence (&, +JE~) iff ((L u”) } is conoergent to (A,, u,,) in R x E,. 
Proof: Notice that any (A, u) E C has the representation u= K, g,(A, u) 
with g,(l, u) = @( ., u( .)) + ou( .). Since g,: R, x C(B) + C(D) is a con- 
tinuous and bounded map, K,: C(Q) --+ E, is completely continuous and 
R x E, is continuously imbedded in R x C(a), we easily see the correctness 
of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Now we obtain 
THEOREM 2.5. Zf d~C’(flxR+), b(x,u)aO for (x,u)~flxR+, and 
4(x, 0) g 0, inf{ &,(x, u): (x, u) E fi x R + } > -co, then all the results in 
this section are true for E= C(B) and P= (ue C(a): u(x) aO> when 
“x = f (I, x),, is replaced by “(A, u) is a solution of (5).” 
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3. STABILITY OF THE MINIMAL SOLUTIONS 
Recall that the minimal solution X(A) of x=f(l, x) is stable if 
r(f,(A, $1))) < 1. We prove in this section the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (H,) is satisfied. Then 0 = {A E (0, A*): Z(A) 
is stable} is an open set in R’ and (0, I*)\0 has Lebesgue measure 0 in R’. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is a combination of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a Banach space with a cone P und P # 4. If a 
compact linear operator B: E -+ E is strongly positive, then r(B), the 
spectral radius of B, is a positive number and there is a unique u. E p with 
lluoll = 1 such that u. = r(B)-’ Bu,. Moreover, for every x E P, Bx - r(B)x $ 
Pu (-8). 
For a proof of Lemma 3.1, see, for example, Theorem 3.2 in [2]. 
In the following lemmas, we always assume that (H,) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose &E (0, A*) and $1) is discontinuous at A = &. 
Then $l,+)=lim,,,,+, .?(A) exists and x(n,‘)=f(n,,x(n,+)),x(n,+)a 
$1,). Hence. we have limA,,,+, II%(A) -$&)ll/(A - A,) = +co. 
ProoJ: By a standard compactness argument and the fact that f(l, u) is 
strongly increasing with respect to u, we easily see the correctness of the 
lemma. We omit the details. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose &E (0, A*) and $2) is continuous at A = A,. Zf 
lim i-~+oIlx(n)-x(n,)ll/(n-n,)= +co then we have a number E>O, a 
function a: (A,, &+E) + R,, and an element u. E P such that (Z(A) -$A,,))/ 
(A-A.,)~cl(A)u, for AE(A~, A,+&) and liml,,,+,cr(l)= +co. 
Proof Let B = f,(l,, $A,)). Then, by (Hi), B is a strongly positive 
compact linear operator and thus Lemma 3.1 tells us that there is a unique 
u. E P with I( uoll = 1 such that Bu, = r(B) uo. 
By the definition of B and the continuity of Z(A) at 1, we have 
1 lip+o (f(noF W)) -f(no, W,)) - B(N) -~(~oMl.f(4 - W,)ll = 6. -cl 
(6) 
Since f(A,, X(A))-f(&, $A,))= f(l,, Z(A))-f(A, Z(A))+Z(A)-$A,) and 
f(no, a(n)) -f(& Z(n)) = - f ’ fJ& + t(l- A,), X(A.))(A - A,) dt, 
0 
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we have 
“mo, -f(A)) -f(Ao, -f(no)) 
=(l.o-i)~lf,(d,+t(l-io),rr(i))df+x(i.)-x(l,). (7) 
0 
Now using (7) and the assumption that lim, _ 1,,+0 Il.?(A) - x(A,)ll/ 
(A-A,)= +co, we get from (6) that lim,,,,,, (x(A)-Z(&)-B(x(A)- 
-W~)))lll~(~) - W0)ll = 0. Let ~(2) = (-%I - ~(~o)MIW) - WON, we 
have 
,JE+, (Y(l) - BY@)) = 0, IIY(n)ll = 1. (8) 
For any sequence (A,} c (A,, A*) with I,, + A,, {By(&)} must have a 
convergent subsequence (By(&) ) b ecause B is compact and IIy(A,)lj = 1. 
Suppose that By(A,,) -+ y,. Then, by (8), y(;l,,) -+ y, and thus y, E P, 
(1 y,(( = 1, and y, = Bye. Now Lemma 3.1 implies r(B) = 1 and y, = uo. 
Hence lim,,,,+,y(A.)=u,. Since USE P, there exists a sufficiently 
small number E >O such that, for A E (A.,, A, f E), y(l) 2 (l/2) uo, i.e., 
Z(A) - x(/l.,) > l/2 /lx(n) - X(&)ll a(). So, for I.E(&, Ao+.5), let cc(A)= 
l/2 IlZ(A) - Z(A,)ll/(A -A,), we have (.?(A) - Z(A,))/(A - A,) > a(l) u. and 
lim z+j.o+oa(~)= +a. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let E,= {A,E (0, A*): lim,,,,,, /%(A.)-Z(A,)ll/(A- A,) = 
+cc ). Then E. is a set with zero measure in R’. 
Proof: ChooseanygEP*\{O}, whereP*={ZEE*:l(x)>OforxEP}, 
and for A E (0, A*) let h(A) = g(X(l)). Clearly h: (0, ,I*) + R is an increasing 
function. 
For any A0 E Eo, if j?(A) is discontinuous at A,, then from Lemma 3.2 
we get h(l, + 0) = g(Z(l,+)) > g(Z(l,)) = h(A,), hence limn,~+o (h(1) - 
h(A,))/(A - A,) = +co; if X(l) is continuous at lo, then using Lemma 3.3 we 
have 
lim I-lo+0 VU - Wo))/@ - 1,) = 1 !y+o g((-W -WOW. - 1,)) 
> j JF+o a(A) g(uo) = +a. 
Thus we proved that lim, _ h+O (h(A) - h(A,))/(A - A,) = +oc, for A, E Eo. 
Since the increasing function h should have finite derivatives almost 
everywhere in (0, A*), E,, must be a zero measure set. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let 0 = (0, A*)\E,. Then 0 is an open set in R’. Further- 
more 0 = {A E (0, A*): X(A) is stable} and Z(A) is continuously differentiable 
on 0. 
Proof We prove 0 = (A E (0, A*): ?(A) is stable} first. If A,,E (0, A*) and 
x(1,) is stable, then r(f,(&, $2,))) < 1, so the Implicit Function Theorem 
tells us that there is an interval Z in R, , a neighborhood V of ,?(A,) in d, 
and a continuously differentiable map x( . ): Z + V such that C n (Ix V) = 
{(A, x(A)): 1 E Z}. 
Since x(A) is the minimal solution, we have X(A) <x(A) for A= I. 
Combining this and the facts that X( .) is increasing, left continuous, and 
x(&J =x(&J, we easily deduce that there is an E > 0 such that x(A) = x(A) 
when A.G (A,-&, 1, +E) nZ. Hence %(A) is differentiable at A, and thus 
lim II%(l) - X(l,)ll/(;l- 2,) = lld/dA(Z(&))ll < +a. 
A+lij+O 
So we proved 1, E 0. 
Conversely, if &, E 0, we prove that $1,) is stable. In fact, since I, 4 E,, 
there is a sequence {A,} t (A,, A*) with A, -+ ;lo such that {(*(A,) -x(A,))/ 
(A, - A,)} is bounded. This and Lemma 3.2 imply that $1) is continuous 
at 1,. Without loss of generality we can assume that [lx(&) -,?(A,)ll/ 
(~,--A,)+~ for some BE [0, +co) when n+ 00. 
Let y, = (x(n,)-x(n,))/llx(n,) -x(A,)ll. Then using (6) and (7) for 
2 = A, we get 
x df*(~~+t(~,-lo),r(l,))dt+y.-Bqy.)=e. s (9) 
Since II y, - By,11 < 1 + IlBll and lim,, oo JA fn(lo + t(A, - A,), %(&J) dt = 
fA(&, z(;l,)) > 8, we see from (9) that E, _ m (A., - &)/llx(&,) - x(A,)ll # 
+co, and hence B>O. Now using (9) again we get 
B-lfd~o, Wo)) = lim (Y, - BY,). (10) n-cc 
Let y, = B-‘fl(&,, %(A,)). Then y, E Z? By (10) and the compactness of B, 
we get a subsequence {y,,} of { yn) such that y,, + y, for some y1 E P with 
II yill= 1, and hence y, -By, = y,. If r(B) 2 1, we obtain r(B) y, - ByI > 
y1 - By, = y, > 8, which contradicts Lemma 3.1. Hence r(B) < 1, i.e., X(&J 
is stable. 
Now we prove that 0 is an open set and %(A) is continuously differen- 
tiable on 0. In fact, for any Aoe 0, z(A,) is stable, hence we know from the 
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first part of the present proof that %(A.) is continuously differentiable near A,. 
Moreover, from the continuity off, and r we get limi,zO r(f,(I, x(I))) = 
r(f,(&, %(A,)))< 1 (see, for example, Theorem 2.2 in [14] for the 
continuity of r). Hence there is an E > 0 such that r(f,(& x(n))) < 1 for 
1 E (A, - E, A,, + E), which implies that 0 is an open set. Q.E.D. 
4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 2.1 is evidently a consequence of the following much more 
general result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let P be a closed normal cone in a Banach space Y and 
f: [0, co) x P + P a continuous map which takes bounded sets to precompact 
sets. Let C=((t,x):f(t,x)=f,(x)=x} and1*=sup{t:(t,x)EZforsome 
x E P}. Assume that f is order-preserving, so that 0 < A, 6 I, and 0 < x1 d x2 
implies that f(~,,x,)<f(J.,,x,); and for O<A<12*, define x(n)= 
lim n _ m f z(O). Assume that fo(0) = 0 and that 0 is the only fixed point of f0 
in P and define C* to be the connected component of C which contains the 
point (0,O). Then for every IE (0, ,I*) one can find a connected set 
D c [0, A] x [O,%(n)] such that (0,O) ED and (,I, x(J)) ED. Hence we have 
&I, X(A)): 0 < 1 <A*} CL*. 
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need Lemma 3.4 in [17]: 
LEMMA C (Nussbaum). Suppose that X is a complete metric space and 
an abstract neighborhood retract (ANR), G is an open subset of X, 
and f: [a, b] x G +X is a continuous map which takes bounded sets to 
precompact sets. (Recall that any closed convex subset X of a Banach 
space Y is an ANR). Define S = {(t, x) E [a, b] x G: f(t, x) = x} and assume 
S is compact. Define f,(x) = f (t, x) and S, = {x: (t, x) E S} and assume 
i,(f,, G), the fixed point index off, on G, is nonzero. Then there exists a 
connected set D c S such that D n S, # q5 and D n Sb # qi 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We suppose that A* > 0 because otherwise the 
theorem is trivial. For a fixed 1 with 0 <A < A*, define X by X= [0, %(A.)] 
and define G = X. Our assumption that f is order-preserving implies that 
f,(X)c X for t E [a, b] = [0, A]. By considering the homotopy sfO(x), 
O<s< 1, we see that ix(fO, G) = 1. By the compactness off, we easily see 
that S = ((t, x) E [0, A] x [0, Z(A)]: f(t, x) =x} is compact and that Z(A) is 
the minimal positive tixed point of fA. Now notice that 0 is the only fixed 
point of f,, in X and that Z(A) is the only fixed point of f* in X, so 
Lemma C implies that there is a connected set D c ([0, 21 x [O,%(n)]) n 2 
such that (0,O) ED and (A, Z(A)) E D. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 was suggested and proved by Professor 
Roger Nussbaum, which greatly simplified the original proof of 
Theorem 2.1, and is a much more general result. The author is very grateful 
to Professor Nussbaum for his contribution. 
In the rest of this section, we always assume that condition (Hi) is 
satisfied and that 0 is the only solution of x = j”(0, x). Recall that 0 is 
defined by 0 = {LE (0, A*); $1). is stable’) which is dense in (0, A*) by 
Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. For any L E (0, ~1 n 0, let S(L) denote the com- 
ponent of Sn ([0, 11 x P) which contains (O,(3). We prove that S(L) n 
({A> x P) # 4. Otherwise from S(L) n ({A} x P) = q5 we deduce that S(n) 
and A 1 = S n ([A, ~1 x P) are separated sets. Moreover, by the definition of 
S(n), S(n) and A, = Sn ([0, 11 x P)\S(Iz) are also separated sets. Hence 
S = S(1) u A, u A, is not connected, a contradiction. This proves that 
WMWW+4. 
For any 1, E (1, A*), let D,, = [0, A,] x [0, x(1,)]. If (A,, X)E CID,, = 
([0, 1,) x a[O, x(1,)]) u ({L,} x [0, $A,)]), then either 12* = 1, and hence 
(A,, x)$ S(n) or &E [0, 1,) and XE a[O, x(1,)]. In the latter case, if 
(A,,x)ES(A), we have x=f(A,,x)<f(~,,x)<f(Al,X(A1))=X(jll) and 
hence x<f(n,,~)~f(~~,X(~~))=X(;1~) which contradicts XEJ[O,Z(L,)], 
So we have (A,, x) 4: S(J) also. Anyhow we get S(n) n aD,, = 4. This and 
the fact that the connected set S(n) contains (0, 0) ED,, imply S(L) c D,, . 
Now from 1 E 0, we obtain by letting A1 + 2 that S(L) c DA = [0, A] x 
[O, Z(L)]. Combining this and the facts that S(L) n ((J.} x P) # q5 and that 
$1) is the minimal solution, we get S(A)n ({A} x P)= ((A, Z(A))}, in 
particular (L,%(L)) E S(n) c S. 
Finally for 1 E (0, p]\O, since (0, A*)\0 is a zero measure set, there 
exists (A,} c 0 with 1,~ ,? such that 1, + 2. Now from the facts that 
(A,, X(1,)) E S, that S is closed, and that (A,,, Z(&)) -+ (A, Z(L)) we know 
(A, x(n)) E s. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For an arbitrary p E (0, A*), from Theorem 4.1 we 
know that (0,0) ES’. (Recall that S” is the connected component of 
L’n ([0, A] x P) which contains (A, Z(n))). Moreover, the above proved 
Theorem 2.4 implies that {(A, Z(L)): 0 < 1< ,u} c S’. 
We first prove that for 1 E 0, S’ c [0, A] x [O,%(n)]. Indeed, if this is not 
the case, then we can find (A,, x,) E S” such that x1 $ [0, X(L)]. Notice that 
lim ,+i+oX(p)=X(A) because 1~0, so we have xi+ [O,X(,u)] for ~>1 
with (p - 1) small. Fix such a p, and let D = [0, ~1 x [0, X(p)]. Evidently 
(1, .?(A)) ED and (A,, x,) q! D. Since the connected set S” contains both 
(2, $1)) and (A,, xi), it must pass through aD, that is, S” n dD #q5, say 
(A,, x,)ES’ naD. Then we must have that x,~a[O, X(p)] because CID= 
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([O,~]~~[O,X(~)])~({~}X[O,X(~)]) and ~,<A</A. On the other 
hand, we have 0 6 x2 =f(A2, x2) <f(~, x2) <f(u X(p)) =X(P), this in turn 
gives x2 =f(A2, x2) <f(p, x2) $f(p, X(p)) =X(p), hence x2 is in the inte- 
rior of [0, X(p)], a contradiction. This proves that SC [0, A] x [0, x(A)] 
for A E 0. Now for any p E (0, A*), since 0 is dense in (0, A*), we can find 
{pL,} c 0 with ,u, > p and pLn +P, and so S~~~~~,S~n~~~~, [O,p,]x 
[O, X(p,J] = [0, P] x [0, X(,u+)]. (Notice that X(,U+)=$~) when $2) is 
continuous at A= cl.) Since X(p) is the minimal solution of f(p, x) = x, we 
see at once that S” n ( {,u} x P) = ((p, X(U))} when ~(1) is continuous at 
;1=p. 
Now it remains to prove that S”\{ (0, (3)) is connected and that 
(P,3P+))ESp. 
Suppose that P\{(O, 13)} . d’ IS isconnected. Let S, be the component of 
sp\{(O, e)> with (P, $cL)) contained in it. Then P\{ (0,0)} = S, u A for 
some nonempty set A which is separated from S,. If (0, 6) 4 S,, then 
((0, 19)) and S, are separated also, and so S’= S, u A u ((0, ll)} is dis- 
connected, a contradiction. Thus we must have (0, 0) E S, and hence 
{ (O,(3)} u S1 is connected. 
Choose any (A,, X~)E A, and consider the component S, of A which 
contains (A,, xi). We have A = S,u A, with S, and A, separated (it is 
possible that A, = 4). So from the connectedness of S’ again we deduce 
that (0,e) E S2 and { (0, f3)} u S, is connected. 
Now both the closed connected sets { (0, t9)} u S2 and { (0, e)} u S, 
contain (0, 0) and intersect {A, > x P. By Theorem 2.4, they both contain 
(A, .?(A)) for 1 E (0, A,) which contradicts S, n S, = 4. Hence SP\{ (0, e)} is 
connected. 
Finally, if Z(A) is discontinuous at A = p, we prove that (p, X(p+)) E SP. 
In fact, choose any pi E (p, A*) and {Pi} c (p, pi) with p, -+ p, by what we 
have just proved, (CL, X(p)) E SP and (p,, X(p,)) E S”. Hence (p, X(p+ )) = 
lim, + m (Pm -N4l)) E S”‘. 
Let S = SP1 n ([0, ~1 x P) and S1 be the component of S which contains 
(CL, X(p)). It is easy to see that S, = SP. Let Sz= SP n ((p, pi] x P). Then 
x > Z(A) %-Z(p+) when (A, x) E S2 and hence for any (A, x) E S,, we 
have 18~ and x2X@+) which implies S,n([O,p]x[8,X(p+)])c 
{(PL, a+))l. 
If (p,X(p+))$Sr, then from S,nS,cS,n([O,p]x[0,X(p+)])c 
{(p, X(p+))) we know that S, n Sr = 4. This and the evident fact that 
S, n S, = q5 tell us that S, and S, are separated, hence S, and (S - S,) u S2 
are separated, i.e., SW” = S u S2 = Si u (S - S, ) u S2 is disconnected. This 
contradiction proves that (p, X(p+)) E S, = SP. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.1 we have (A, x(A)) E S, for 
AE(O, A*), hence (II*,x(~*))=lim,,,,~,(l, $A))E&. 
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Let cl = Un. Co,n*j S”. Then ci is a connected set, tic [0, A*] x 
[e, %(A*)], and ((A, x(A)): 0 <A < A*} c ci. So (A*, Z(A*)) E Cl and 
CT = Cl u {(A*, %(A*))} is a connected set. Let c,, be the component of 
S, n ([O, A*] x [0, x(1*)]) which contains (O,(I). Then clearly c2 c c,, and 
{(A, X(A)): 0 <I <A*} c co c [O, A*] x [e, x(n*)]. 
Let c, = (S,\[O, A*] x [e, .%(A*)]) u {(A*, .%(A*))}. Evidently c, n co = 
{(A*, %(A*))). We want to show that c, is connected. In fact, if c, is 
disconnected, then there exist two separated nonempty sets A i and A, 
such that c,=AluA2. Without loss of generality, we suppose that 
(A*, .?(A*)) E A,. Then 
A2n([0,1*]x[8,.f(A*)])=d. (11) 
If Z intersects [0, A*) x a[e, X(1*)], suppose (A, x) ELn ([0, A*) x 
a[& x(,4*)]), then x =f(A, x) <f(A*, x) <f(;l*, ,?(A*)) = $A*), this in 
turn gives x =f(A, x) <f(A*, x) <f(A*, %(A*)) = x(1*) which contradicts 
x E a[& $I.*)]. Hence 
(12) 
Since x(2*) is the minimal solution of x=f(A*, x), we have .Zn ({A*} x 
[e, %(A*)]) = {(A*, x(A*))). This and (12) imply Z n a( [0, A*] x 
[e, %(A*)]) = {(A*, x(1*))}, hence from a2 c C we deduce that 
J2 n a([O, A*] x [e, x(2*)]) c ((A*, %(A*))). This and the facts that A, is 
separated from A, and that (A*, $A*)) E A, give 
2, n a( [0, A*] x [e, $A*)]) = 4. (13) 
Evidently (13) and (11) imply that A, and [0, A*] x [e, x(1*)] are 
separated, therefore A, is separated from Son ([IO, A*] x [e, Z(n*)]) and 
hence So = (S, n ([0, A*] x [e, %(A*)])) u A, u A, is disconnected. This 
contradiction proves that c, is connected. 
Let A, = So n ([0, A*] x [e, X(A*)])\q,. Then A, is separated from c0 
and c,. Since So = co u c, u A, is connected, we must have A, = 4, i.e., 
co = son (Co, A*] x [e, x(2*)]). 
If (HJ is satisfied, then, by Theorem B, So is unbounded, and hence cm, 
by its definition, must be unbounded. Q.E.D. 
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